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	Praise for The Small-Cap Investor


	"The great rewards of investing in the best small-cap companies are matched only by the risks of investing in the worst. Ian Wyatt is one of the few who not only shows you how to find the hidden gems, but also how to avoid the flea-ridden dogs. His new book is a must-read for all small-cap investors, especially in today's turbulent times."

	—Martin D. Weiss, author of the New York Times bestseller, The Ultimate Depression Survival Guide


	"Small-cap stocks are now the best source of wealth-building because there is now little to zero research on them—use Ian's stock discovery methods and find the ten-bagger innovative companies underneath Wall Street's radar."

	—Tobin Smith, founder of ChangeWave Research and costar of the Fox News show Bulls & Bears


	"I love small-cap stocks. Why invest for 10% returns when you can find ten-baggers? But no one said it was easy. There are a kazillion names and every one of them sounds like a winner. Ian Wyatt, in his very informative book, The Small-Cap Investor, shows you how to find them, analyze them, and ride them for all they're worth."

	—Andy Kessler, New York Times columnist and bestselling author of Running Money and Wall Street Meat


	"Ian has written the essential guide for anybody who wants to understand how to make big money in the stock market. His eight-step program shows how to identify and invest in the small companies that will become tomorrow's mega-winners."

	—Michael Moe, cofounder and CEO of NeXt Asset Management and author of Finding the Next Starbucks


	"The one area of the entire financial markets where the individual investor can actually have an edge on the institutional investor is small-cap stocks. Ian Wyatt's book, The Small-Cap Investor, is your field manual for big profits. His strategies could help you find the big winners of tomorrow, perhaps even the next Cisco, Dell, Microsoft, or Wal-Mart."

	— Dr. Stephen Leeb, editor of The Compelte Investor and author of The Coming
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Classification and Clustering for Knowledge Discovery (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
Knowledge Discovery today is a significant study and research area. In finding answers to many research questions in this area, the ultimate hope is that knowledge can be extracted from various forms of data around us. This book covers recent advances in unsupervised and supervised data analysis methods in Computational Intelligence for knowledge...
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Algorithms in C++, Parts 1-4: Fundamentals, Data Structure, Sorting, Searching (3rd Edition) (Pts. 1-4)Addison Wesley, 1998
Robert Sedgewick has thoroughly rewritten and substantially  expanded and updated his popular work to provide current and comprehensive  coverage of important algorithms and data structures. Christopher Van Wyk and  Sedgewick have developed new C++ implementations that both express the methods  in a concise and direct manner, and...
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Murach's Beginning Visual Basic .NETMike Murach & Associates, 2002

	With this book, you can learn the skills of a professional programmer in just 692 pages. Because of its self-paced approach in the first 7 chapters, you can do that whether you're new to Visual Basic.NET or you're upgranding from Visual Basic 6.
	
		From that point on, you're ready for rapid progress as you learn how to...
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An Introduction to Modern Mathematical Computing: With Maple(TM)Springer, 2011

	Thirty years ago mathematical, as opposed to applied numerical, computation was difficult to perform and so relatively little used. Three threads changed that: the emergence of the personal computer; the discovery of fiber-optics and the consequent development of the modern internet; and the building of the Three “M’s”...
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Analog-to-Digital ConversionSpringer, 2010

	A book is like a window that allows you to look into the world. The window is
	shaped by the author and that makes that every window presents a unique view of
	the world. This is certainly true for this book. It is shaped by the topics and the
	projects throughout my career. Even more so, this book reflects my own style of
	working and...
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Traders at Work: How the World's Most Successful Traders Make Their Living in the MarketsApress, 2013

	Shortly after most novice traders discover how trading works and begin to realize that they have the potential to make unlimited amounts of money in the financial markets, they start dreaming the near-impossible dream. They fantasize about buying that condo in Boca Raton for their parents or surprising their son with a brand-new car on his...
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